CoreSite Supports Hybrid Network Connections to Google Cloud
April 4, 2019
CoreSite helps extend customers’ networks to Google Cloud Platform’s global network in their Los Angeles and Denver markets
DENVER--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Apr. 4, 2019-- CoreSite Realty Corporation (NYSE:COR), a premier provider of secure, reliable, high-performance
data center and interconnection solutions across the U.S., today announced support for Google Cloud’s Dedicated Interconnect product in both their
Los Angeles and Denver markets. This service from Google Cloud allows enterprise and network service providers that are collocated with CoreSite to
directly connect to Google Cloud Platform through high-speed fiber interconnects.
Dedicated Interconnect is a product in the Google Cloud Interconnect family. Google announced Dedicated Interconnect in October 2017, which
provides higher-speed and lower cost connectivity than VPN, and has become the “go-to” solution to connect infrastructure in data centers to Google
Cloud Platform.
With Dedicated Interconnect, customers have direct access to Google Cloud’s edge point of presence located at CoreSite’s Los Angeles and Denver
data center campuses. Customers will benefit from high bandwidth 10 Gbps connections that bypass the public internet, offering increased security,
improved performance and guaranteed throughput. Additionally, Dedicated Interconnect offers some of the best SLAs in the industry, with guaranteed
uptime of 99.99%.
“CoreSite is pleased to announce the availability of direct fiber interconnection to Google Cloud Platform, providing our customers with a dedicated,
flexible and high-performance solution to optimize their evolving cloud and connectivity requirements,” said Maile Kaiser, Senior Vice President of
Sales at CoreSite.
In addition to Dedicated Interconnect in CoreSite’s Los Angeles and Denver markets, CoreSite customers are able to connect directly to Google Cloud
Platform via the CoreSite Any2Exchange in Chicago, Denver, and Los Angeles. Additionally, customers may access Google Cloud Platform from all of
CoreSite’s markets via its network-rich ecosystem of providers or through its inter-site connectivity in select markets. CoreSite offers numerous
inter-site connectivity options including lit transport solutions and dedicated dark fiber.
CoreSite’s Any2Exchange is the second-largest Internet exchange in the United States and is the largest Internet exchange on the West Coast. With
CoreSite’s Any2Exchange, customers can make secure, SLA-backed, low-latency connections over one port and at a variety of speeds (including
1Gbps, 10Gbps, and 100Gbps) with direct peering to Google Cloud Platform. Customers connecting directly to Google Cloud Platform benefit from
reduced congestion and routing issues, reduction in transit costs, lower latency and reduced complexity, all while having access to connect and peer
with over 400 participating members.
CoreSite's Denver campus (DE1 and DE2) is strategically located in downtown Denver, providing optimized hybrid capabilities to businesses in
Colorado and surrounding states. The presence of over 120 networks, cloud, and IT service providers within these two data centers makes CoreSite's
colocation facilities one of the most integral points of interconnection in the Rocky Mountain region. These strategically centralized data centers are
tethered to regional communication hubs offering customers secure, reliable, high-performance solutions for their mission-critical business
applications, as well as a secondary location to West or East coast deployment.
The CoreSite Los Angeles campus includes three operational data center facilities—LA1, also known as One Wilshire®, one of the most
interconnected buildings in the world, LA2 and LA4 as well as the planned development of LA3, bringing the total to about 800,000 square feet of
scalable space in downtown Los Angeles. CoreSite's Los Angeles campus community features more than 784 networks, cloud and enterprise
customers, as well as direct access to the largest peering exchange on the West Coast—CoreSite's Any2Exchange® for Internet peering. This
combination of scalable space and opportunities for interconnection makes CoreSite’s Los Angeles campus a premier option for businesses looking to
support mission-critical IT applications.
Fill out a web quote to get more information about CoreSite data centers and Google Cloud Dedicated Interconnect.
Additional Resources
Google Cloud Interconnect Overview (webpage)
Hybrid Cloud: Combining Public and Private Cloud Serves(video)
Eliminating Wasted Spend with Hybrid Cloud (blog)
About CoreSite
CoreSite Realty Corporation (NYSE:COR) delivers secure, reliable, high-performance data center and interconnection solutions to a growing
customer ecosystem across eight key North American markets. More than 1,350 of the world’s leading enterprises, network operators, cloud
providers, and supporting service providers choose CoreSite to connect, protect and optimize their performance-sensitive data, applications and
computing workloads. Our scalable, flexible solutions and 450+ dedicated employees consistently deliver unmatched data center options — all of
which leads to a best-in-class customer experience and lasting relationships. For more information, visit www.CoreSite.com.
Forward-Looking Statements
This press release may contain forward-looking statements within the meaning of the federal securities laws. Forward-looking statements relate to
expectations, beliefs, projections, future plans and strategies, anticipated events or trends and similar expressions concerning matters that are not
historical facts. In some cases, you can identify forward-looking statements by the use of forward-looking terminology such as "believes," "expects,"
"may," "will," "should," "seeks," "approximately," "intends," "plans," "pro forma," "estimates" or "anticipates" or the negative of these words and phrases
or similar words or phrases that are predictions of or indicate future events or trends and that do not relate solely to historical matters. Forward-looking

statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, assumptions and contingencies, many of which are beyond CoreSite's control that may
cause actual results to differ significantly from those expressed in any forward-looking statement. These risks include, without limitation: any adverse
developments in local economic conditions or the demand for data center space in these markets; operational difficulties, including difficulties relating
to information systems, internal processes and information security; significant industry competition; financial market fluctuations; and other factors
affecting the real estate industry generally. All forward-looking statements reflect CoreSite's good faith beliefs, assumptions and expectations, but they
are not guarantees of future performance. Furthermore, CoreSite disclaims any obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statement
to reflect changes in underlying assumptions or factors, of new information, data or methods, future events or other changes. For a further discussion
of these and other factors that could cause CoreSite's future results to differ materially from any forward-looking statements, see the section entitled
"Risk Factors" in CoreSite's most recent annual report on Form 10-K, and other risks described in documents subsequently filed by CoreSite from time
to time with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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